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Question: 1

Refer to the exhibit:

A customer is deploying Guest Self-Registration with Sponsor Approval but does not like the format
of the sponsor email. Where can you change the sponsor email?

A. in the Receipt Page - Actions
B. in the Sponsor Confirmation section
C. in me Configuration - Receipts - Email Receipts
D. in the Configuration - Receipts - Templates

Answer: B

Question: 2

While configuring a guest solution, the customer is requesting that guest user receive access for four
hours from their first login. Which Guest Account Expiration would you select?

A. expire_after
B. do_expire
C. expire_time
D. expire_ postlogin

Answer: A

Question: 3



Refer to the exhibit:



A customer has configured the Aruba Controller for administrative authentication using ClearPass as
a TACACS server. During testing, the read-only user is getting the root access role. What could be a
possible reason for this behavior? (Select two.)

A. The Controllers Admin Authentication Options Default role is mapped to toot.
B. The ClearPass user role associated to the read-only user is wrong
C. The Controller Server Group Match Rules are changing the user role
D. The read-only enforcement profile is mapped to the root role
E. On the Controller, the TACAC$ authentication server Is not configured for Session authorization

Answer: CE

Question: 4

You have recently implemented a serf-registration portal in ClearPass Guest to be used on a Guest



SSID broadcast from an Aruba controller. Your customer has started complaining that the users are
not able to reliably access the internet after clicking the login button on the receipt page. They tell
you that the users will click the login button multiple times and alter about a minute they gain
access.
What could be causing this issue?

A. The self-registration page is configured with a 1 minute login delay.
B. The guest client is delayed getting an IP address from the DHCP server.
C. The guest users are assigned a firewall user role that has a rate limit.
D. The enforcement profile on ClearPass is set up with an lETF:session delay.

Answer: A

Question: 5

Refer to the exhibit:





A year ago, your customer deployed an Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager Server for a Guest SSIC
hosted in an IAP Cluster. The customer just created a new Web Login Page for the Guest SSID. Even
though the previous Web Login page worked test with the new Web Login Page are falling and the
customer has forwarded you the above screenshots What recommendation would you give the
customer to tix the issue?



A. The service type configured is not correct. The Guest authentication should De an Application
authentication type of service.
B. The customer should reset the password tor the username accx@exam com using Guest Manage
Accounts
C. The Address filed under the WebLogin Vendor settings is not configured correctly, it should be set
to instant arubanetworks.com
D. The WebLogin Pre-Auth Check is set to Aruba Application Authentication which requires a
separate application service on the policy manager

Answer: A




